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THE
EQUIPMENTCYCLE

Power Cycle means unplugging the electricity to the device and plugging it back in. 
Sort of like a 'Reboot' for devices that don't have a physical OnOff button.
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If your POE adaptor looks like this, just unplug the cable from the DC port and plug it back in. It's 
the same as doing it at the AC Outlet.4
In most typical setup and installations you will need to power cycle two devices: The router and the 
POE (which really power cycles the CPE -the antenna on the roof.) 

In more complex installations there may be additional access points or additional CPEs. 

The Power Cycle, unplug the adapter or AC cord from the AC Outlet, wait a few seconds and plug 
it back in. You can con�rm that you are power cycling the router by watching the lights on it go Off 
and back On. The new style POE adapter has an LED light so you can also see if you are power 
cycling it correct. The old style POE does not have LED.
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Why Power Cycle? Network devices can hang (stop 
working) or get clogged (slow down) for a variety of 
reasons, including power outages, brownouts and 
memory leak inside the device. When you power cycle 
the device you clear the clogged or hosed functions 
and in most cases it will operate again.

3 If you have to power cycle 
your network devices to 
often (once a week) then 
device might be damaged, 
or the power source to it is 
unstable.
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